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For use at your special event. This book will make your
birthday memorable and even entertaining for years to come.
Product information: 100 pages acid- free, pure white thick
(55Ib) paper to minimize ink bleed. Features space for up to
400 entries. 4 formatted sections / sign in space per page
with plenty space for messages, name, email and phone.
8.5x 11 Extra bonus gift log to keep track of gift received and
making it easy to send thank you card/message. Get a copy
today!
Police Dog 1st Birthday Guest Book Looking for the cutest
Birthday Guest Book? This is the one!. Our adorably-themed
guestbook offers: * 1 page per Guest to write their Name,
Address, Birthday Wishes & Special Message to the Parents
* Space for your favorite Baby's Birthday day photos *
BONUS 10 gift log pages at the back of the book * A Beautiful
artistic softcover * High-quality thick binding with durable
white paper * Square format 8.5 x 8.5 It makes it the perfect
keepsake with memories and beautiful words from friends
and family, to cherish for years to come
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 3 million copies
sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your
goals, Atomic Habits offers a proven framework for
improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading
experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies that
will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break bad
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results. If you're
having trouble changing your habits, the
problem isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits
repeat themselves again and again not because you don't
want to change, but because you have the wrong system for
change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to
the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system
that can take you to new heights. Clear is known for his ability
to distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can be
easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the
most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and
neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for
making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible.
Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained with
true stories from Olympic gold medalists, award-winning
artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star
comedians who have used the science of small habits to
master their craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how
to: • make time for new habits (even when life gets crazy); •
overcome a lack of motivation and willpower; • design your
environment to make success easier; • get back on track
when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will
reshape the way you think about progress and success, and
give you the tools and strategies you need to transform your
habits--whether you are a team looking to win a
championship, an organization hoping to redefine an industry,
or simply an individual who wishes to quit smoking, lose
weight, reduce stress, or achieve any other goal.
"With Seussian stuff to touch, spin, and sniff. Based on and
inspired by Dr. Seuss's Happy birthday to you!"--Cover.
A baby's first birthday is a special celebration to be
remembered! Filled with all sorts of birthday fun for little ones,
this engaging board book with touch-and-feel elements
introduces Baby to all the wonderful delights of a birthday
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I have the age you are looking for on any of my
birthday books? Just search the words Kimberly Douglas +
the age you are looking for + birthday, for example: Kimberly
Douglas 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gag
gift they will remember for years to come! It's filled with about
2,000 "Happy Birthday" wishes. Big, little, forward, backward,
up, down...they're everywhere! Check out the "Look Inside"
feature to see just a few of the fun pages. Book features: 100
pages Book size 6" x 9" Click on my name above or search
"Kimberly Douglas Happy Birthday Books" and check out
some of my other fun birthday books like lined journals and
blank sketchbooks!
Penny Farina needs a change of scenery. After another
whirlwind year of teaching at a private high school and a
shocking breakup with her boyfriend, she is more than happy
to accept her aunt and uncle's invitation to wait tables in their
café and stay with them in their recently renovated home in
Ocean Corner, NJ for the summer. While adjusting to life
down the shore, she experiences a series of strange
occurrences: letters from decades past begin to magically
surface one by one in her aunt and uncle's house. With the
help of new friends, Penny uncovers the truth about the
people who wrote those notes so many years ago - and is
faced with a decision that could completely change the
trajectory of her life forever. The Letters in the Old House is a
story about discovering the healing power of heartbreak,
overcoming fear, and finding oneself in the process.
“What a box of tricks! This full-throttle thriller, dark and
driving, rivals Agatha Christie for sheer ingenuity and James
Patterson for flat-out speed. Swift, sharp, and relentless.” —
A. J. Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Woman in the Window A brilliant, edgy thriller about four
strangers, a blizzard, a kidnapped child, and a determined
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A kidnapped little girl locked in a stranger’s van.
No help for miles. What would you do? On her way to Utah to
see her dying mother, college student Darby Thorne gets
caught in a fierce blizzard in the mountains of Colorado. With
the roads impassable, she’s forced to wait out the storm at a
remote highway rest stop. Inside are some vending
machines, a coffee maker, and four complete strangers.
Desperate to find a signal to call home, Darby goes back out
into the storm . . . and makes a horrifying discovery. In the
back of the van parked next to her car, a little girl is locked in
an animal crate. Who is the child? Why has she been taken?
And how can Darby save her? There is no cell phone
reception, no telephone, and no way out. One of her fellow
travelers is a kidnapper. But which one? Trapped in an
increasingly dangerous situation, with a child’s life and her
own on the line, Darby must find a way to break the girl out of
the van and escape. But who can she trust? With exquisitely
controlled pacing, Taylor Adams diabolically ratchets up the
tension with every page. Full of terrifying twists and hairpin
turns, No Exit will have you on the edge of your seat and
leave you breathless.
The Baby shark that so many of you love is back! Sing and
dance once more and celebrate Baby Shark's birthday! How
does Baby Shark and his family celebrate? Time for cake!
doo doo doo doo doo doo! Blow out candles! doo doo doo
doo doo doo! Make a wish! doo doo doo doo doo doo!
Celebrate! doo doo doo doo doo doo! Read along to a brandnew celebration-themed song. It is time to Sing and dance
with Baby Shark and all of his underwater friends, to
celebrate his Birthday! This book is perfect for parties as it is
also a guest book! there is special space for party guests to
sign their name and messages so you can keep it as a life
long memory! Kids will be thrilled to see Baby Shark as he
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you've all come
to love, the Baby Shark's family birthday
celebrations may even be similar to your own! The wellknown tune is so catchy and simple that everyone will sing
along! The picture book continues to have helpful picture
guides; which mean readers of any age can dance along;
help kids improve their movements and their motor skills
while they are having fun! The story will encourage little ones
to sing, dance and laugh as they celebrate the day that Baby
Shark was born! Are you ready to help celebrate Baby
Shark's Birthday?
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named ART. Celebrate ART's birthday
with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems and
birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for ART, leading to the
ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do
not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one
year old loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my last
review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now
makes the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the party
page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old
and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
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& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It makes
a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be a great
purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
kids, but poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday book.
Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
Dean's dog Sam is injured and with care and time gets
well--an example of God's love.
"Ava's friends get so caught up in thinking about how they
want to celebrate her birthday that they forget all about her. A
prayer about friendship helps them start over and have fun."-Page 6/18
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Birthday" to any
child named ALAYAH. Celebrate ALAYAH's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for ALAYAH, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids or birthday
books for kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage
and enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month, and she
picks this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent as
well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review already.
But after 4 months since my last review, this is still a go-to
book for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday
book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much.
~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my
boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I
love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle
W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday book
soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne
B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette
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1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a way
to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday poems
for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies show
that name-repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday book
makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's inspirational
-- focusing on kindness, joy and love. So inspire a child today
with this beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy
first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids,
happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids,
birthday gifts for kids, personalized children's books,
personalized books for kids, personalized books,
personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
Never forget the names of your special guests with this First
Birthday Guest Book! This 1st birthday guest book or sign-in
book is filled with 50+ sheets of perfectly lined paper for your
guests to sign and 50+ pages of blank paper for photos,
drawings or gift recorder. This vintage jungle/zoo themed
guest book makes a perfect birthday memory book, keepsake
book, album or scrapbook for any sweet boy or girl turning
ONE! With a full-color glossy SOFT cover, and custom 8.25"
x 6" size, this guest book will look stunning on the entrance
table to any baby birthday party. Birthday Guest Books are
perfect for: First Birthday Parties Toddler Birthday Parties
Keepsake & Memory Books Albums & Scrapbooks Autograph
& Message Books And many, many more..... Congratulations!
You're ready to celebrate!
Details For guests to write in their names and birthday wish
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Happy Birthday Una is a personalized kids activity book, it
includes personalized crosswords, word searches, number
puzzles, jokes, drawing and coloring >It is suitable for
children between 6-11 years old It is the perfect birthday
present for Una, and is a great keepsake for parents to
remember their child's early years and birthdays This
personalized book is available for other names also This is a
great gift for children and an amazing keepsake for parents
Happy Birthday Una
Today’s your birthday, shout HOORAY! It’s your special day
today. We love the things that make you, YOU! Let’s
celebrate the whole day through.
Your child or grandchild that will soon celebrate his seventh
birthday will surely enjoy this 8.5x11 coloring book. Let him
color through pages full of fun birthday-themed illustrations of
cakes, gifts, balloons, and more that will surely get him
excited for his party. Get him his copy of this coloring book
today.
Give a birthday book instead of a birthday card! Under the
cover flap, write a personal note about this special day.
Adorable illustrations and a read-aloud story will be a favorite
with toddlers. Embellished cover includes lift-a-flap for
personalization Includes envelope and seal Trade your
greeting card for a board book keepsake!
It's a royal celebration for Belle, Tiana, Jasmine, and the
other Disney princesses as they celebrate their birthdays!
This Step 1 Deluxe Step into Reading leveled reader is
perfect for children ages 4 to 6! Step 1 Readers feature big
type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with
picture clues help children decode the story. For children who
know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
notebook"Our notebooks feature wraparound artwork with an
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and ideas. It can be used as a notebook,
journal, diary, or composition book. This paperback notebook
is 8.5" x 11" (letter size) and has 120 wide ruled pages (60
sheets). High quality paper means minimal show-through
even when you use heavy ink! Available separately in lined,
bullet dot grid, and unlined versions.Perfect gift idea for kids,
girls, boys, teens, tweens, and adults who love writingBlank
Notebooks Are Perfect For: Stocking Stuffers & Gift
BasketsGraduation & End of School Year GiftsTeacher
GiftsArt ClassesSchool ProjectsDiariesGifts For
WritersSummer Travel& much much more...
A gorgeous slipcased edition of the essential New York Times
bestseller--perfect as a gift for anyone beginning something
new! This gorgeous gift edition of Emily Winfield Martin's
modern classic poem will elevate any special occasion! With
extra pages designed to be personalized with notes from
friends and family, this volume is sure to be treasured and
revisited often. From brave and bold to creative and clever,
Emily Winfield Martin celebrates all personalities and their
potential. With a beautiful gatefold, gorgeous and moving
illustrations, and a rhyming text, this is a book that parents will
love reading over and over to their kids--both younger and
older. It's a great gift for any occasion, but a standout for
birthdays, baby showers, and graduation with its loving and
inspiring message: Then I'll look at you, And you'll look at me,
And I'll love you, Whoever you've grown up to be.
This cheerful collection of colorful images and simple words
provides the perfect introduction to the fun and festive
symbols of a birthday celebration. Included are words such as
candle, cake, gift, and balloon. The little size and sturdy
pages make this sweet book perfect for little hands.
Children excitedly discuss the details of their upcoming
birthdays.
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announcements, readers can try to guess the
identity of the animals.
Based Exodus 2:1-10, 1 Samuel 1, Luke 2:1-20,
Mark 10:13-16 for children.
A joyful picture book that celebrates every kid's
favorite day of the year, full of adorable art from the
illustrator of Goodnight Goodnight Construction Site
and I Wish You More. The most important rule is #1:
It must be your birthday. After that's been
established, a crew of hilarious animals help picture
book pros Tom Lichtenheld and Beth Ferry take
readers through a joyous romp that covers the most
important elements of every year's most essential
holiday, including singing; closing your eyes and
making a wish; blowing out candles on a cake, then
settling into bed and dreaming of your wish coming
true.
Illustrations and rhyming text present some of the
different ways a dinosaur can make her birthday
party special, from thanking guests for their gifts to
sharing large pieces of cake. Full color.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named EDISON.
Celebrate EDISON's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for EDISON, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
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birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids or birthday books for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and
enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized
Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old
loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
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another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
Pop, Spin, and Shake your way to the most
awesome birthday party ever! The perfect
personalized dinosaur birthday card or gift for boys!
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giggle-worthy and a magical way for your child to
celebrate their special day. Interactive and
immersive from start to finish, this book contains 100
birthday-themed stickers including an oversized
personalized sticker for the birthday boy!
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named LEGACY.
Celebrate LEGACY's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for LEGACY, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall
with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes
and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves
her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
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identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
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inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
Follows Hamster and his friend Dog as they prepare
for a birthday party.
Birthday's only comes once a year, so why not celebrate it in
style...Right? This Birthday blank lined journal comes with a
100 pages and the most gorgeous 6 x 9 cover making it
convenient and the perfect size for you to carry anywhere for
writing, journaling and note taking Keeping a Birthday Journal
is the perfect way to create a memory book for every year.
Keep special drawings and stories all in one place and watch
as your child's development changes.Record special
moments and events throughout the year. This birthday
notebook/journal makes the perfect birthday gift for that
special little person. A birthday gift that works for any age for
all your friends and family, all you need to do is grab a nice
ribbon tie a bow or pop it in a nice lovely gift bag and you all
set no thinking required giving you enough time to enjoy that
special day with that special loved one.
Happy 1st birthday guest book, to guests to share their well
wishes, and place photos and memories.
These sturdy books teach babies and toddlers how to
recognise the exciting things they will discover at a birthday
party and on their first day out. Featuring bold, bright
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child as they point to the different pictures.
This book will help build a godly self-image in the hearts of
5-10 year olds as they learn that:God created them as his
unique children.They hold a special place in God's heart - and
in yours.Jesus die to give them new life and to wash away
every sin.Celebrate! Rejoice and be glad in the special
Birthday God made!
The Very Hungry Caterpillar celebrates birthdays, from
presents and balloons to cake.
"Being one is so much fun! Each day holds something new.
We can't believe how much you've grown and all that you can
do!" One: A Birthday Book is a perfect way to commemorate
the milestone of turning one year old. Making it through the
first year of a child's life is a reason for celebration for
parents, family members and children alike! Each child is
unique and has gifts and strengths to share. One, highlights
those strengths and ends with the message that even though
there is a lot of growing left to do, each child should be
celebrated for their uniqueness growth and accomplishments.
The sweet story and whimsical illustrations are sure to make
it a favourite for parents and children alike! Author, illustrator
and new mom Melanie Morgan is thrilled for the release of
her first children's book. When her first son was about to turn
one, she searched for the perfect book to celebrate the
occasion and could not find one! That is when the idea for
One was born. She hopes that other families will enjoy
sharing this book together as much as her family does.
1st birthday guest book, to guests to share their well wishes.
This book is about a little elephant named Finn, who loves
hats, Which becomes a reason for other characters to give
him lots of hats as his birthday present. At first, he's not very
happy about it, but as the story keeps going on ...Bedtime
and dream fun and sweet story for children 3 to 7 Colorful
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